**IMPORTANT: RECEIVING INSTRUCTIONS:** Visually inspect all components for shipping damage. If any shipping damage is found, notify carrier at once. Shipping damage is NOT covered by warranty. The carrier is responsible for all repair or replacement costs resulting from damage in shipment.

---

**SAFETY FIRST**

**IMPORTANT USER SAFETY AND PROTECTION:** In setting up systems to fit your operations, care must be taken to select the proper components and design to insure appropriate integration with your operations and existing equipment and that all safety measures have been taken to avoid the risk of personal injury and property damage from your application or system.

**GB ELECTRICAL, INC. CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGE OR INJURY CAUSED BY UNSAFE USE, MAINTENANCE OR APPLICATION OF ITS PRODUCTS.** Please contact GB’s technical service department for assistance if you are in doubt as to the proper safety precautions essential to designing and setting up your particular application.

The CS400 Cylinder Support is used only with the Ultra Eegor™ models B400L and B400DL when mounting them on the BE400 Table Assembly.

**CAUTION** Weight of the B400L Cylinder and Frame is approximately 125 lbs. Make sure help or equipment is available to lift the unit 3 ft high.

1. The B400L and B400DL bender assembly is mounted to the top of the BE400 table. Position the bender on the table; make sure the cylinder is at the wheel end of the table. Slide the conduit support extension under the cylinder. Raise the extension up to support the cylinder during assembly installation. Figure 1.

2. Remove the double anchor pin. Push on the cylinder assembly to slide the cylinder and block forward. Align the block with the holes marked 4" - 3½". Install the anchor pin. Figure 2.

3. Slide the front stabilizer bar over the side of the table so the mounting bolts can be removed. Leave the stabilizer in position. Move the cylinder end of the bender to gain access to mounting bolts connecting the round pads under the frame. Remove each bolt. Position the lower frame and pads over the holes in the table top.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
5. Position the two legs of the cylinder support under the cylinder end of the table. Align the holes in the table and fasten the support, mounting pads and lower frame with two \( \frac{1}{2} - 13 \) UNC x 1\( \frac{3}{4} \)" long hex head bolts.

6. Tighten all four bender-to-frame mounting bolts.

7. Adjust the cylinder support “V” block until the cylinder is firmly supported and level. Figure 5.

4. Fasten the lower frame and stabilizer bar to the table. Use two \( \frac{1}{2} - 13 \) UNC x 1\( \frac{3}{4} \)" long bolts installed from the underside of the table. Do not fully tighten the bolts. Figure 3 & 4.